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"Trt fuqr drdr t:The following orders are issued with approval of the Competent Authority:The Sr.Scale WC post of XEE/CN/BNC, which was downgraded to Jr.Scale and
operated as AXEE/CN/BNC is now restored to Sr.Scale andlemporarily transferred
to MYS Division for operation as DEE/MYS and Shri D.Sagayamaniraj will continue
to work as DEE/MyS.
The Sr.Scale revenue post of DEE/MYS workshop, which was transferred and
operated as DEE/MYS is restored back to MyS work"frop.
Shri G.SundarSL pa_ttatri, XEE/CN/BNC is transferred io MYSS on his own request
and posted as DEE/MySS vice S.No.2 above.
Shri Aman Kltval, SS/IRSEE/CORE is transferred to S.W.Railway on his own
reQuest vide Railway Board's lr.No. E(O)III-2017/AF./gg, dtd. 22.12.2012.
on
reporting to this Railway on 27.O2.2018(FN) Uy Sfrri'Aman Katyal is posted
as
XEE/CN/BNC vice S.No.3 above.
The vacant revenue post of ADEE/MYS is temporarily transferred to CN/BNC
and
operated as AXEE/CN/BNC. Shri C.T.Anto will continue to work as AXEE/CN/BNC.

The period ftom 27.o2.2o78 to till the date of issue of this office order
of Shri Aman
Katyal may be treated as ,,waiting for posting orders,,.
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officers shall advise the date of rerinquishing/assumption of charges
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for Principal Chief personnel Officer

Secretary(E)/Rly. Board - for infn.
!9cy. to GM/SWR - for kind infn. of GM,
GM/ CORE, PCEE/ CORE/PCPO/CORE,
All PHODs/CHODs; CAO/CN/BNC, DGM(G)_cum_CpRO/UBL,
DRM/UBL, SBC, MyS, CWMs/UBLS & MYSS,
Dy.CPO/CN/BNC,
!1!rO/UeL, SBC, MyS, dr.DFM/UBL, SBC, MyS;
Dy.CEE/MYSS, ST.DEE/SBC,
MyS; ST.DEE/TRD/SBC;
D5g.CEE/CN/UBL, BNC; DEE /rJBL, DEE/UBLS A vrVSS;
WPo/UBLS & MYSS,
GS/SWROA, cS/SwRpoA; GS/SWRMU;
PS(caz.) to GM Camp Office at SBC,
O.O. Book, Officers concerned..

